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ENGLISH SUMMARY
UFO OBSERVATIONS (pp. 2-9)
New classification of case 19950203 G – In Jufof 109, 1997, p. 2, we reported a UFO
observation from 3 February 1995, at Achim near Bremen, of a green beam in the
sky. This was classed as PROBLEMATIC UFO. However, new developments have
made it necessary to class it as an IFO. We have learned that between 1994 and
1998, the Bremen OHB Umwelttechnologie GmbH made experiments with a new
LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) system, sending green beams of light up into
the sky – and the institute is only a few kilometres from Achim, and exactly in the
direction the witness was looking.
Lights to the north of Hamlin – For several weeks, starting on 1 September 2009,
three persons observed stationary coloured lights in the sky which they photographed
and called „a coloured UFO or a coloured space man“. The young main witness
thought they were Nazi flying disks. Analysis of one photo reveals scaffolding close to
a red light, it is therefore identified as possibly from a military installation (a training
ground is situated where the light was seen), or a lamp on a construction crane.
»Suddenly it stank like hell« – On 10 October 2009, at 1 a.m. in the night, several
witnesses at Berlin-Schöneberg observed, over a longer period of time, an oval object
which shot towards them until it came as close as 50 m. It then disappeared
suddenly. The observers perceived a strong stink and heat, several witnesses had to
vomit. Rarely do we receive reports of objects that are so close to the witnesses, and
create illness. However, the report only came via email, and the alleged witness never
reacted to our inquiries, so we class this case as insufficient data or hoax.
FALSE MEMORIES UND UFO ABDUCTIONS (pp. 10-14)
Thomas Bullard’s study of the false memory syndrome und UFO abductions, outlining
similarities und pointing out differences, taken from the Journal of UFO Studies 8,
2003, part 6. This part concentrates on the similarities between abduction reports
over time and space.
A UFO FROM 1561? (pp. 15-19)
A broadsheet showing celestial signs over Nuremberg from 1561, first introduced by
CG Jung, is generally interpreted as an example of a very early UFO sighting. The
author points out, however, that it is simply a variation of the common sky army
prodigy, with the weapons of the fighting armies updated by depicting cannons –
which ufologists have compared to „motherships“ or „cloud cigars.“ The cannon motif
had been used earlier to show exploding noises of meteors, and similar motifs in later
broadsheets are pointed out to show that other pamphleteers took up this innovation
in their pictures of sky battles.
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